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Bookdealer Catalogs
c.1900-2000
A semi-random selection from stock.
Libraries and old librarians billed, return
any/no reason, media/library rate at cost, free
insurance, careful packing. Please order by
author, title and price, thank you!
Americana, architecture, fine bindings,
incunabula, the Orient, psychedelic literature,
renaissance manuscripts, suppressed & rejected
medicine, UFO’s and Forteana. Questions
invited, I’m usually here noon-10pm. Payment
by check, wire, or PP.
I still have a few copies of my book dealing
memoir, Dark Impressions, 35 years in the book
trade,
https://knowledge396.wordpress.com/pratummemoir-2016/

Arcturis Books Inc, [Arcturis Book Service,
Robert Girard], 43 stapled 8vo catalogs, an
incomplete run 1996-2000, 8vo stapled
wraps, catalogs range from 100 items to 2000
items, occasional penciled annotations (mine),
catalogs are numbered by using the date of
issuance. The late Robert Girard was without
question the greatest dealer of UFO and
Forteana material ever, with occasional forays
into Egyptian mythology, mind control, dark
government, fairies, drugs, conspiracies,
cryptozoology, hypnotism, occult & conjuring
magic and psychical phenomena. These
catalogs document his last years, after 40
years of dealing when he fought hard to
survive Amazon. Bob was the beating heart of
the UFO movement when it came to books. He
sold mostly new books but also used, old and
rare. He built a large and important library of
antiquarian books on mythology that is still
looking for a home. His vision was wide and
left out nothing, later in his life he published

two books of his own writings, somewhat in
line with Vallee’s theories. Bob dealt in huge
quantities, but when Amazon wreaked havoc
on his business he tried to scale down and sell
off surplus, by the pound (!), including tens of
thousands of UFO periodicals sent to him from
every corner of the globe. $800.00
Breslauer, Martin. CATALOGUE ONE
HUNDRED AND ONE. Tall quarto, sewn wraps,
365 items, plates at back, rear wrapper
damaged, binding a bit bumped and creased,
with price list laid in. A good copy of this
magnificent catalogue, sewing strong. $20.00

Dailey, William and Victoria. PHANTASTICA.
Catalog 13, Los Angeles c.1979, 8vo stapled
glossy colored wraps, illustrated, 287 items,
forward by R. Gordon Wasson, cataloging by
Michael Horowitz (later of Flashback Books,

see below). This catalog was so well received
that a reprint was done c.1980, identical to
the original and distinguished only by the
presence of ordering information on the
inside cover, this is the original. Bill Dailey is
one of the few dealers to make it into my
memoir. Only two copies online. $75.00.
Reprint $60.00
Presentation Copy
Drake, James F. A CATALOGUE OF RARE
BOOKS AND FIRST EDITIONS. 41 catalogs,
No.’s 179-221, 1926-1930, two volumes, small
8vo, contemporary calf & cloth boards, raised
bands, extremities very rubbed, worn, two
hinges broken, one board missing (!), each
catalog usually 44pp and illustrated,
presentation copy “To a good bookman Alfred
F. Goldsmith, from James F. Drake Inc,
3/12/29” (a few months before Black
Monday). At this time Drake was located at 14
West 40th Street. Donald C. Dickinson’s
Dictionary of American Antiquarian
Bookdealers has a detailed and interesting
entry on Drake. $70.00

Edwards, Francis. CATALOGUE OF BOOKS,
PAMPHLETS, MAPS, VIEWS ETC RELATING TO
ASIATIC COUNTRIES. Catalogs numbered “Pt.
I--Pt. VIII”, 1900-1906, contemporary cloth &
leather label, 751pp, 13336 items, wrappers
bound in, wrappers often fragile with a few
edges chipped, text fine with occasional age

toning to margins, cloth rather rubbed, sewing
tight. A massive catalog in seven parts,
complete. “The present catalogue contains the
first portions of the most extensive and
miscellaneous collection of books and
pamphlets including hundreds of items from
the working libraries of the late Sir Monier
Williams and Surgeon-General Balfour.” (from
the preface of part 1). Note that the title of the
catalogs changed slightly over the years. Very
scarce.

Finch, Simon. Six catalogs. No.8 (with price
list), No.47-48 (15th century), No.50 (English
books), No.52 (science & medicine), No.60
English books 1230-2004 [“excellent
descriptions”, Bernard M. Rosenthal), all
quarto, one corner of text block bumped with
small wave, catalog 8 with slightly bent
covers. Most come from Bernard M.
Rosenthal’s library with his occasional
annotations. $70.00

Family Album, [Ronald Lieberman].
KEYSTONE TEN. Die Alte Zeite. German
Americana and Classics of the Reformation.
1989, 1000 copies, perfect bound paperback,
2214 items. Illustrated. Especially rich in
Pennsylvania Dutch material, including mss,
very special. $12.00

volumes bound in contemp. cloth-backed
paper boards, each yearly volume complete
unto itself. VII-XXXIV I stapled wraps, small
8vo, not complete, the bulk of issues are
1940’s, 1950’s & 1960’s, plus index to vol’s 130 (95pp). Very scarce, only a few random
copies of individual issues online. 284
monthly issues. $900.00

Fogg, Sam. Six catalogs. No.14 (Medieval mss),
No.15-16 (Medieval & Renaissance), No.17
(Himalayan mss), No.21 (Indian mss) plus
unnumbered ART OF THE MIDDLE AGES.
Quarto sewn wraps. $270.00

Goodspeed, Charles. THE MONTH AT
GOODSPEED’S BOOKSHOP {later dropping
‘bookshop’]. A broken run of various bindings.
Cloth bound volumes: I (October 1929),-VI, IX,
X (with index to I-X), XX-XXIV (June 1953), 13

Gray, Henry. GRAY’S FAMILY HISTORY
CATALOGUE. No’s 15 (complete in three
parts), 17, 19, plus GRAY’S PERIODICAL
CATALOGUE, No.283. 8vo, stapled wraps, six
physical catalogs about 40pp each, some
edges chipped, vertical crease from folding.
Nice example of late 19th –early 20th century
British book catalogues. $20.00

so much more but like his publications
Wilborn’s life-details are basically lost now,
the only sketch I know of is in Eleanor
McBean’s The Poisoned Needle, 1993. He was a
chiropractor turned used book dealer turned
publisher. No question he was the greatest
publisher of fringe medicine and occultism
America, no book was too bizarre or
controversial for him! Besides his radical
agenda of reprinting rejected knowledge in
super cheap mimeo-like books, he spent years
in court defending the right to sell them, in
one ruling the court forbid any mail deliveries
to him (can they do that?). Wilborn wrote
perhaps a dozen books himself, each
published under a unique pseudonym making
it almost impossible to identify all of them.
About 5,500 titles described, some duplicated.
Very scarce. $950.00

Fringe Medicine & the Occult
Health Research, [R. G. Wilborn]. Five catalogs.
CATALOGUE 1987 [5th edition]. CATALOGUE
1-A [1992]. CATALOGUE 2-A [1992]. HEALTH
RESEARCH HEALTH INFORMATION BOOK,
[1992]. HEALTH RESEARCH BOOKS [2002],
quarto and octavo, either comb-bound,
stapled or glued. The first three catalogs were
issued by R. G. Wilborn who founded Health
Research, the 4th by Rex Manus and the last by
Ben & Nikki Roberts (later owners after
Wilborn retired). Together they form an
interesting chronicle of one of America’s
forgotten publishers. Many thousands of
books here, most are reprints of lost and
rejected books, also many used volumes for
sale. Founded in 1952 and still going to this
day, Health Research was way ahead of the
curve when it came to fringe and banned
books. Not just “health” books but every
possible aspect that could influence health:
aliens, communists, chiropractors,
troglodytes, polar magnetism, lawyers, cancer
monopoly, Atlantis, Siberia, phrenology,
geophrenology, earthology, AMA, etc. R. G.
Wilborn’s history has never been told, I tried
to give a glimpse in my memoir, he deserves

Health Research, [R. G. Wilborn]. CATALOGUE
NO. 2-A, [1990] comb bound, about 250 pages
with about 1100 titles, photocopy typescript
as issued, plus 14 trifold lists laid in including
a few of Wilborn’s classic diatribes; on corrupt
doctors, “Dangers of the Polio Vaccine”, and
one of his ridiculously demanding order forms
which his devoted customers (including me)
obeyed. Catalogue’s 1-A and 2-A are among
the largest he issued. $145.00
Large Quarto
Hoepli. MANOSCRITTI DAL SECOLO IX AL XVI.
3-4 Decembre MCMXXIX. Large quarto,
rubricated wraps, 69 plates, foredge of wraps
slightly torn and bumped, text fine and
printed on superb cotton stock. Sold with:
MANOSCRITTI INCVNABVLI E LIBRI
FIGVRATI DEL SECOLO XVI. 114 plates, 160
items, bound as the above, this volume in vg-f
condition, with a photocopied letter from
Kraus to Roland Folter, and prices realized.
$80.00

commune in Mendocino raising his family
(Winona Ryder is his daughter), and tripping
with his close friend Timothy Leary (see
Horowitz’ exhaustive bibliography of Leary),
he then applied his talents to an unlikely
subject, that of psychedelic literature, Michael
features in my memoir. I rank these catalogs
as some of the most significant of the late 20th
century. Many have inserts and special
announcements. All are rare, no copies online
of any of these. How unique was Michael’s
vision of bookselling? Witness this, how many
dealer catalogs devote a few pages to
announcements of new books not carried by
the dealer? Besides Michael, none that I can
think of (save for Ian Jackson’s interstitial
recommendations). The firm is still doing
business. $700.00

The ‘60’s, by One Who Knows
Horowitz, Michael, Flashback Books. 14
Catalogs, No.’s 3-15, 1988-2008, 4to & 8vo,
stapled glossy wraps, c. 200-400 items per
catalog, one cover thumbed and wrinkled,
plus THE FITZ HUGH LUDLOW MEMORIAL
LIBRARY, nd, 16pp, historic reproductions
throughout. The classics of the past have been
cataloged infinitum by book dealers, I’m more
interested in the chapters of history that have
been ignored or rejected. Horowitz’ catalogs
chronicle an entire period in history that was
never before recorded by a bookdealer except
in fragmentary form. Incredible care was
taken with each catalog, they are both pieces
of unique book design with original cover-art
commissioned for hippie artists, and carefully
annotated by an insider, one who lived the
‘60’s. Michael Horowitz was uniquely destined
to do this, he spent 12 years at John Howell’s
cataloging the rarest of the rare, including a
Gutenberg Bible, all the while living in a

Jarndyce. Catalogs 158-9. Two vols, 1448
items. $20.00

Kraus, H. P. INCUNABULA, CATALOG 182,
quarto, sewn wraps, 142pp, 126 items, plates,
particularly nice book arts with blue blindstamped covers and creamy text paper. $22.00
Kraus, H. P. KRAUS CATALOGUE 105. A
COLLECTION OF PAPYRI. Egyptian, Greek,
Coptic, Arabic. Dating Mainly from the Second
Century B. C. to the Eighth Century A.D.
Introduction by Theodore C. Petersen, NY, n.d.,
c. 1970’s, quarto, sewn wraps, 91pp plus 140
illustrations in b&w, some folding and
extending, one corner a bit bent but vg-f,
scarce, no copies online. 159 leaves and
fragments for sale, lacks price-list. Was H. P.
Kraus the greatest rare book dealer of modern
times? No copies online. $125.00

Librairie Sourget. Four catalogs. No.’s 6,
(1989) 26, 27, 30 (2005). Very heavy small
quarto, cloth & dj, profusely illustrated on
every page, glossy paper, outstanding
photography of bindings. Among the most
lavish dealer catalogs ever. I particularly like

the photo of their showroom featured on the
dust jacket flap. Price lists laid in. $65.00
Bound by Bayntun
Maggs Bros. A VALUABLE COLLECTION OF
BOOKS RELATING TO THE BRITISH
ISLANDS… NATURAL HISTORY. Catalogue
No.372, 1918, contemporary polished calf
with cloth sides, raised bands, six
compartments gilt ruled and stamped, two
contrasting leather labels, top gilt, marbled
boards, by Bayntun, 248pp, 1343 items, trivial
rubbing to top of spine, a fine copy of a lovely
binding, wrappers bound in. $90.00
Maggs Bros. BOOKS PRINTED IN SPAIN AND
SPANISH BOOKS PRINTED IN OTHER
COUNTRIES, Catalogue No.495, 1927, large
heavy 8vo, contemporary morocco and
marbled boards, raised bands, wraps bound
in, 1358 items, indexed, unusually fine copy.
See note in Maggs’ Catalogue of Catalogues.
Rosenthal’s copy with his book label, bought
by him at a Kundig sale in Geneva. $90.00

Presentation Copy
Maggs Bros. ENGLISH LITERATURE PRIOR TO
1800. [1946] Catalogs 750, 754, 770, 781,
786, 793, 800, parts 1-7 complete, 8vo
publisher’s blue gilt cloth and leather label,
top gilt, many plates, covers bound at back,
presentation copy from Kenneth Maggs, nicely
preserved copy, plus ENGLISH LITERATURE
PRIOR TO 1800 [1953], Catalogs 817, 826,
834, 841, 848, 851 858. 8vo sewn wraps,
plates, complete in seven volumes, plus
ENGLISH LITERATURE PRIOR TO 1800.
[1959] Catalogs 865, 874, 882, 887, 895, 906,
complete in six volumes, bound as the above.
With a tribute to Kenneth Maggs who died
that year, plus ENGLISH LITERATURE AND
BOOKS PRINTED IN ENGLAND PRIOR TO
1800. [1970] Catalogs 929, 951, 978, 987,
994, 8vo sewn wraps, plates, complete in five
volumes, plus A CATALOGUE OF MAGGS
CATALOGUES 1918-1968, 58pp 28 plates, fine
copy. This is the entire series up to 1970, not
sure if it continued. $150.00
Munby, A. N. L. & Lenore Coral, editors.
BRITISH BOOK SALE CATALOGUES 16761800. A Union List. Mansell 1977 quarto gilt
cloth, 146pp, not typeset, Bernard M.
Rosenthal book label. Fairly scarce. $40.00
Olschki, Leo S. CATALOGO LI,…LETTERATURA
DANTESCA. 1911, tall quarto, contemporary
cloth with wraps bound in, 56pp, 754 items,
text browning, nice copy. A rather sweet
survival, inscribed “Charles Sayle given me by
A. G. Dew Smith 1902” Smith was a founder of
the British Physiological Society and friends
with R. L. Stevenson. Charles Edward Sayle
was a Urainian poet and literary scholar,
Quaritch was his publisher. Bernard M.
Rosenthal book label. $100.00

Pickering & Chatto. A COLLECTION OF OLD &
RARE BOOKS. C.1921, Catalogs 194-207, three
volumes of four, contemporary thick polished
tan buckram, gilt lettered, bindings very
strong and tight with ‘Stonehill’ printed on the
foot of spines, 2652pp, a few bumps and spots
but a very nice set (incomplete). A series of
16 catalogs, lacking 1 & 2, books numbered
1968-16399, otherwise complete and
collated, authors ‘CHA—MUR’ & ‘MUR--ZOO’,
plus one volume of ADDENDA (as lettered on
the spines). The vast majority of texts and mss
are in English or French. Catalog 190 is very
common on the net, the others not so much.
$145.00

“destroyed” (according to advisories they sent
us). This is one of the first rare book
catalogues on the history of the hippie 1960’s.
I had a bookshop down the street and
occasionally worked for John. No copies
online. $70.00

Quinn, John, Haight Street Bookstore.
CATALOGUE #1. Belmont Mass [actually San
Francisco], c.1985, 8vo stapled wraps, 584
items. Books, posters and ephemera on sex,
drugs and rock & roll, plus Black Panthers,
commie weirdness, fraudulent psychiatry,
hippie erotica, communes, etc. One of the most
famous and elusive catalogs in this field. John
Quinn lived the 1960’s as it happened, he is
the brilliant black sheep of an old Sonoma
family who spent years studying medieval
Arabic music in Morocco who tossed that
career and ended up on Haight Street as so
many seekers did, later opening The Haight
Street Bookstore (c.1978) and Valencia Books
Used & Rare, c.1985. Much of the cataloging
was done by David Park, ex-manager of the
Holmes Book Company, and myself. The back
cover sports a sexy photo of a small breasted
young woman that John insisted on including,
but as the staff predicted a number of copies
were seized by the US Post Office and

Schab, William H. 23 catalogs. No’s 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 10, 11, 14, 15, 19, 23, 24, 25, 27, 30, 31, 34,
35, 37, 44, 46, 49, 66. Mostly quarto, one
partly disbound, all with color plates on glossy
paper, an extraordinary record of rare books
and mss. 23 catalogs. $170.00
Schab, William H. Eight catalogs, No.’s 11, 24,
30, 31, 35, 37, 44, 49. $45.00

Teitler, Stuart, Kaleidoscope Books. Nineteen
catalogs, No.'s 24 (1973), 30 (‘Nightmares &
Neverland’), 32, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 46, 48, 51,
52, 53, 54, 57, 58, 59, 78, 80 [1993?], stapled
wraps, most with postal cancels and markings,
some crumpled. Stuart’s cheap little catalogs
(usually about 125 items each) are treasures,
his vision rescued a nearly forgotten world of
rejected literature. Catalog 30 has a one page
introduction celebrating his 30th catalog. I
have some duplicates also. I could only find
two catalogs online. $340.00.
Teitler, Stuart, Kaleidoscope Books. Eight
catalogs, No.’s 39, 43, 46, 52, 53, 54, 57, 78.
Dups of the above. $175.00
Teitler, Stuart, Kaleidoscope Books. Six
catalogs, No’s 46, 51, 52, 53, 54, 78. Dups of
the above. $125.00

Watson, William Patrick. 18 catalogs, 1-10, 1219. 8vo, a few have the date and exchange
rates crudely penned on the covers by
Bernard Rosenthal, otherwise in fine
condition. $400.00
Watson, William Patrick. Catalogues 2, 3, 5, 7,
18. None with BMR’s notes. Five catalogs.
$120.00

Wood III, Charles B. 36 paperbound catalogs.
Catalogs 77 pt 2 (1992), 80, 81, 82 in 2 pts.,
83, 85 in 3 pts., 86, 87 pt 1, 89, 90, 91, 92 pts 1
& 2, 93, 94, 95 in 2 pts, 97, 98, (wrinkled
cover) 99, 100 in 2 pts, 102, 104, 106, 107,
108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, plus one
unnumbered catalog, 8vo or 4to, glossy paper
with fine illustrations. $600.00
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